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About me and CISA
 CISA: incorporate climate information into water, 
health and coastal management and decision making








Depends on how we represent rainfall
How unusual was this rainfall event?
Points
Four Day (Oct 2 to 5, 2015) Total Rainfall (inches) 
Vector data model









 Contains cells arranged in rows and columns (matrix)
 Each cell contains a value representing information
Raster data model
 Advantages
 Can show continuous data 
sets
 Can perform analysis on 
surfaces
 Easy to overlay
 Simple data structure
 Disadvantages
 Require more space than 
vector data
 Not as precise as vector
Vector data model
 Advantages
 Good for discrete features
 Compact data structure




 Complex data structures
 Not good for representing 
continuous surfaces
 Some spatial analysis is 
difficult or impossible to 
perform
Representation of rainfall data
What is a 1000-year rainfall event?
Intensity-Duration-Frequency (IDF) Curves  






















Oct 2 to 5, 2015
But, do individual 
















(average of all grid 
cells in Gills Creek)
Research Question
 What is the return period / probability (e.g., 1000-
year event / 0.1%) of the heavy rainfall in October 
2015 in the Carolinas in term of the total volume of 
precipitation received in a watershed
16.12 inch
(average of all 














 PRISM (Parameter-elevation Relationships on 
Independent Slopes Model)
 official spatial climate data sets of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture
 daily total precipitation in the continental United States from 
1981 to 2015
 radar enhanced; data quality controlled
Rainfall on Oct 5, 2015 (mm)
Challenges
 Insufficient sample sizes
 35 year daily data (1981-2015)         a 1000 year / 500 year event 








Four day total annual max in Gills Creek 
Solution-Bootstrap 
Sampling
 Substitute space for time 
by “borrowing” across a 
relatively homogenous 
region, assuming these 
extreme events have 
similar odds of 
occurrence anywhere 
within the region
 100 random samples * 35 
years = 3,500 samples
 Repeat 10 times to avoid 
bias (35,000 samples)
Regionalization – Spatial Clustering
 Similarity of colors: Similarity of annual maximum 
rainfall distribution between grid cells
C FA D E B
 Enforce spatial contiguity
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Summary
 Point-based estimates 
 the most accurate source of rainfall data 
 may be available for sufficiently long periods
 NOAA Atlas-14 very useful as an engineering standard
 GIS enables Area-based estimates
 how much rain received across an area 
 more appropriately measured the severity of the event
 Good inputs for hydrologic models
